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1

Adare

Adare (they/them) is a classically trained portrait artist, disability rights activist, and founder
of Kīpaipai Art Foundation. Collaborating with HAAS, The Womans March and Hawaiʻi
Island Pride, the foundation has helped nurture a thriving creative community by painting
neighborhood murals, hosting free workshops, donating art supplies, providing shelter
and resources to those impacted by the 2018 Kīleaua eruption, as well as free Zoom classes
during the Covid-19 pandemic. Adare’s painting portfolio is recognizable for its vibrancy, use
of gold leaf, and focus on cultural diversity. As both a nonbinary and differently abled person
with Ehlers Danlos Syndrome, Adare uses their portraits to shed light on social justice issues.
Adare’s celebrated models include rockstars, authors, artists, indigenous rights advocates,
and Queer icons who actively improve the world we all live in. Adare began making art very
young and has never stopped. In their twenties, their curiosity took them to both Europe
and Asia for inspiration. They then attended the San Francisco Academy of Art, earning a full
three-year scholarship at the Temescal Atelier for Classical Realism. Settling in Hawai‘i in
2006, they founded the Kīpaipai School of Art, authored two books, and served on multiple
boards and committees, while continuing to exhibit throughout the U.S. Our ʻakiapōlāʻau
or Hawaiian Honeycreepers are on the endangered list. They’re estimated at only 1200 on
island. The greatest threats are by habitat loss and predation by invasive species, in other
words, rats, dogs, cats, pigs and having their homes chopped down.
As a motivational speaker, Adare often talks through the artistic lens of a queer, transgender
person with disabilities. Recently they have been collaborating with Everylife Foundation,
an artist to advocate program that helps pass legislation to improve access to healthcare for
those with rare diseases. Adare deeply enjoys working with curators, centers and museums
who are interested in developing imaginative, engaging, and interactive exhibits that close
the gap between tolerance and true acceptance.

2

Christine

Ahia

I am continually fascinated and involved with our native plants and fauna. The beauty,
strength, and uniqueness of our ʻāina and the ʻohana of life that it supports are amazing. We
are truly the ʻkauwaʻ to the ʻāina and must always mālama the many life forms.

3

Charlene

Asato

I am a visual artist and my primary focus is book arts. I find it very exciting that a simple fold
changes a two-dimensional plane into a three-dimensional form and artist’s books provide
a wonderful avenue to convey this kinetic energy. Some of my books may open up to quiet
charm or may open in an explosion of surprise. Artist books also enable the incorporation of
varied art processes that I take pleasure in, i.e., calligraphy, photography, decorative paper
designing, watercolor, pen and ink, embossing, linocuts, moku hanga, origami, assemblage
and collage. Creating ways to meld these varied media into my artist’s books presents me
with an array of possibilities that is a compelling stimulus.

5

Margaret

Barnaby

I look outside.

6

Wendy

Barske

This fern is an important understory plant in our native forests and one of the few that can
resist the invasive grasses that were brought to the island. It gets its common name from its
resemblance to the shuttlecock that is used in the game of badminton. I have been doing dot
mandalas and felt like I was doing one on the fronds thus the name.
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7

Kathleen

Baumgardner I am a hiking wildlife photographer who focuses primarily on birds. The unique whistling call
of the ‘i‘iwi, the playfulness of the small ʻelepaio, and the fierce gaze of the ‘io brings birders
thousands of miles to visit Hawai‘i island. However, birds don’t often stop long enough
for us to take them in and admire their stunning beauty and complexity. I try to capture
moments, behavior, and give the viewer a unique look at our birds and other sights. My hope
is that sharing these images inspires a sense of wonder, uplifts the viewer, and encourages
conservation efforts. Islands host extraordinary species not found elsewhere and have seen
the highest numbers of extinctions in our age and Hawaiʻi has been called the “extinction
capital of the world.” Hawaiʻi’s native bird populations are struggling, with almost two-thirds
of forest birds endangered or threatened. While the situation in Hawaiʻi seems dire, we’ve
seen successes. It’s up to us to share their rich stories and their beautiful images in order to
drive a keener awareness and appreciation of our native and endemic birds. I hope to be a
small part in helping others discover the beauty around us by sharing images from the trail.

11

Précille

Boisvert

I made “Māmaki” while researching the plants growing in our orchard in South Kona.
Drawing, printing the leaves, and sewing their patterns has been my way of getting to know
this plant during the pandemic. After all, we drink it all the time. It is also my hommage to
Hōkūlea, and its crews who circumnavigated the world, and to their Polynesian ancestors
who first sailed to Hawaiʻi.

12

Jane

Bonus

Capturing emotion is everything! As a watercolor artist who paints birds, I want to remember
the curious turn of a head, the intense search for food, the sparkle in the eyes. Watercolor in
its soft looseness or its tight bright colors can portray sweet fleeting moments or powerful
emotions. Building colorful layers cause me to reflect on nature and brings me calmness.
Birds with all their emotion are not so different than people, they simply cannot paint.

13

Lisa

Bunge

I have been a full time Big Island resident since 1984 and can think of no other place that I’d
like to call home than here. I’ve had the opportunity to work and play in and on the ocean for
most of my life, and am especially driven to capture the grace and beauty of Hawaiʻi’s marine
life - particularly the honu.

14

Luti

Castro

Painting is a language in itself. The act of painting is very satisfying; it’s relaxing and
therapeutic. Paintings are timeless. Our ability to create art and use it as a form of
communication is what defines us as intelligent beings. Painting with pigments was one
of the earliest manifestations of art. In essence it’s still the same today, but has evolved and
continues to evolve with more depth and better materials. Painting was the inspiration for
written languages and mathematics. It’s the idea of sharing thoughts and feelings from one
individual to another by making marks on a surface simply by using a combination of colors
and shapes within a space. Art is a way to connect with people, bring people together, raise
awareness and inspire new ideas. I am an artist because pieces of artwork can ride the wave
of time - for many lifetimes. I believe that through my work a part of me will stay alive for a
lot longer than my own body. Painting is a celebration of what it means to be human and
how much can be said using colors.
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15

Saxony

Charlot

I am an artist and conservationist born and raised on Oʻahu. I grew up on a small family
farm in Waimānalo, and since I was young have been keenly interested in Hawaiʻi’s native
species and their conservation. I grew up in an artistic family, and the art of my grandfather
Martin and great grandfather Jean Charlot have influenced me throughout my life. I am very
grateful to have worked and volunteered with various conservation efforts over the years
on Oʻahu, Hawaiʻi Island, and in Papahānaumokuākea. For much of 2018 through 2021 I
lived on Kure Atoll in the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands where I devoted myself to restoring
native habitat and helping native wildlife thrive. During that time, I realized that I wanted to
share appreciation for Hawaiʻi’s unique biodiversity, and figured art would be a great way to
do just that. My goal is to use my art to educate and inspire others about our unique native
species, from extinct honeycreepers to tiny stream snails. In addition to art, I am currently
pursuing an Environmental Studies degree at UH Hilo, and continue to work in conservation
of our native ecosystems.

18

Faith

Cloud

On my walks through Liliʻuokalani Gardens. I am fascinated my the local nēnē and their
character. I decided to interpret My Nēnē in a contemporary and fanciful fashion.

19

Phyllis

Cullen

My Hawaiʻi bird series of fabric collages includes this depiction of the palila, endemic to
Hawaiʻi Island and a bright spot of sunshine in the rain forest. It also includes the palila’s
favorite feast, the endemic and also sunshiny yellow māmane.

20

Scott

Daniels

I have been shooting regularly around the Big Island for the past four years. I especially
enjoy discovering and photographing the native species and learning of their place in the
ecosystem and Hawaiian culture.

21

Erin

Datlof

I am a conservationist/botanist, as well as an artist. Working in the forests across Hawaiʻi
Island has given me the chance to work with some incredible plant species and get to know
their environments better than I ever thought I would. It also has given me the opportunity
to photograph these rare plants and hopefully help educate others of their importance and
need for protection.

22

John D.

Dawson

This image has been on my mind for many years. “Over and Over and Over Again” is the
result of many attempts after much time spent in Hawaiʻi Volcanoes National Park. Enjoying
the Park and absorbing all the flora and fauna has made its way into this art work.

23

Lanaya

Deily

I hope you will enjoy these photos as much as I enjoyed creating them. Wiliwili Joy makes
me feel joyous / happy every time I see it. Maiapilo Sunset is a compilation of photos of the
same plant more than a year apart, to tell the story of this wonderful plant. The mEEL was a
happy accident as I was on my way to photograph the Hawaiian stilts at low tide. Did not see
any stilts but got this struggle with an eel. Unfortunately I did not stick around long enough
to see if it was actually eaten. Milo Lookout was taken at the Mauna Lani fishponds where this
bird calmly observed me from his perch.

27

Yumi

Doi

I love the Hawaiʻi Nei Art Exhibition because I could explore and discover Hawaiian
native creatures and also finding out wonderful local artists who are very young to adult,
professional and amateur artist like me. It is one of my favorite art show through out a year
and I am always looking forward to enter my artworks to the show.
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28

Virginia

Dunn

In February of 2022, off the coast of the Big Island of Hawaiʻi, I was whale watching on Da
Whale Boat when I began to hear the sounds of a male humpback whale singing his heart
out while suspended 60 feet under the surface of the water. The song was so loud it was
coming up clearly through the hull of the boat! There are different opinions of what causes
male humpbacks to sing but we do know that they suspend themselves vertically with their
head down and their tail up, pushing air through their nasal passages to create the high
and low sounds. During their time in Hawaiʻi, the same song is sung by all the male whales
by the end of the season! I’d like to believe this is a love song. Wanting to remember this
experience, I painted what I imagined happening under me. When creating this acrylic
painting, I enjoyed learning more about the whales behaviors and the details of their body. I
hope this painting will help people fall more in love with these gentle giants.

29

Don

Elwing

Outsider artist, Don Elwing, grew up in the Pacific Northwest. Establishing his love and
respect of nature. After moving to Kalapana Hawai’i in the 80’s fell in love with the island
and its culture. Beach cleaning led to creating art with marine debris to bring awareness
to the toxic plastic and strangling ghost net/rope in the oceans. And Pele covering my
1st home here established a relationship undeniable and endearing. Allowance requires
responsibilities. Volunteering in schools with an Eco message of “mālama da ʻāina” and
providing keiki with the resources and opportunity to create with repurposed marine debris
and understand the impact of waste on all marine life in the seas. Environment, youth, and
culture is my motto these days. Inspired by purpose.

30

Amanda

Fenker

Biodiversity has always been my biggest inspiration. I always loved admiring plants and
animals that seemed to grow together and when I learned how much each species actually
supports each other, particularly in a native ecosystem, I found my greatest passion. Painting
the native species and biodiversity in Hawaiʻi has been a dream come true for me and I hope
to help support native ecosystems with my artwork. ʻAlalā Ecosystem is inspired by the ʻAlalā
or Hawaiian Crow. Now extinct in the wild this keystone species was vital in supporting the
native Hawaiian ecosystem, including the plants and animals depicted within the painting.
The ʻAlalā symbolically carries other native species on its back.

31

Heidi

Fickinger

Hawaiʻi Island Fine Art, Landscape and Nature photographer, with a focus on photographing
native Hawaiian species. I am especially passionate about photographing the growing
number of endangered and imperiled species. I feel it is very important to bring attention to
how many of the beautiful and unique species here need our kōkua.
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34

David

Gallegos

“All life is precious. Heartbeats of all living things are like waves that come ashore to the
rumbling of Tutu Pele Awakening.” Hawaiʻi is Aloha and Hawaiʻi is our church 24/7. The
Hawaiian Spirit is pure beauty. It is the spirit of Nature first, and that points to everything.
“Keakahi” means - Purpose: Everything has a purpose. Fish swim, because they swim. “Manu
lele” birds fly, because they fly.” It is the same with the Native Americans, “All living things,
are our brothers and sisters.” Trees are standing people, rocks are stone people, the winged
ones, finned ones, creepy crawlers, all life is connected. Artist’s create, because they create.
I believe that the spirituality of the native people is Beauty. Live “Mana” or, heart and mind,
running on the same track. I live in my artwork as I live in my spirituality, and to honor the
ʻāina; where it is I live. “E Kapono Mea Ke Ala” translates to: Right place, right time, right
being, that ALL things are in its divinity. This place “Honua”, or “Hawaiʻi” was designed for
Love, for Excellence, for Divineness. “Aloha” expresses it all, you stay in “Aloha” moment by
moment. Expressing whatever you do - your job, your bliss in this life, with Aloha, expressing
with light, and Love, while you are here on this “Heaven on Earth; Hawaiʻi “Keakahi”, “E
kapono mea” or, all things are in their right time, right place, right being, to always be in,
“Gratefulness, and show Respect, to stay Pono” by “Accepting your spirit greatness. Your Pono
is to become one with yourself, by becoming one with yourself, you become one with your
“Akua” you become “Pono” by allowing the Love that is inside you to come outside of you
by respect for the ʻĀINA. One’s “Akua” is to be a student of the “Akua” or, steward of the land,
to try to “UN-corrupt” the values of the Hawaiian Spirituality, to keep the Manaʻo, maintain
the concept and values of “Hawaiian Spirituality” this, is “Living Aloha.” Pono, is to Hold on
to Aloha, Love one another, mind your own business, but Love everyone, make everyone
happy. Show the righteousness of the Hawaiian values and Traditions. I have always said:
“This land; Hawaiʻi, is the Hawaiian’s Reservation - all of it.” Remember the Values, Show the
righteousness of the ʻāina, the Values of Aloha.” That - is everyone’s job. Spirituality comes
through me to give back. WE ARE ALL HERE TO KNOW WE ARE SPIRITUAL BEINGS, WE MUST
DO WHAT WE DO BEST. WHATEVER IT IS YOU DO, YOU DO IT WITH ALOHA, WITH PONO.

35

Amy

Gillum

The Koʻoloaʻula shrub is part of the Mallow family and is endemic to Hawaiʻi and
endangered, no longer found in the wild on the island of Hawaiʻi. The small 1-1/2” to 2”
blossoms hang like bells on the shrub and can be hidden by the velvety larger leaves. The
“ula” in the name refers to the typical red to maroon colored flowers. Treasured for making
exquisite leis, they are also irresistible to bees and butterflies.

36

Scott

Gorrell

Scott lives in Paʻauilo and enjoys depicting Hawaiian wildlife and culture in his artwork.
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37

Patricia

Greenwell

My home art studio in Captain Cook provides a delightful space for my painting. While I
have painted outside or on site, I usually take several photographs of what captures my
imagination and paint from those. Pastels, acrylics, charcoal or oils bring very different
results. Oil paints on canvas or boards allows for a wide range of texture and color brightness.
Oils can be applied thinly or built up with a palette knife. For example, the thorns on the
painting of the wili wili tree trunk stand out, casting their own small shadows. Colors can be
quite bright or muted with blending. My subjects include old houses and barns, animals,
and plants. The goal is to bring out the personality of the subject and tell a story. I have
painted many old coffee shacks found around Big Island, inviting the viewer to imagine
the story surrounding each one. I want the viewer to feel a connection to the subject in the
painting and be curious enough to explore it with their eyes. This painting shows the welldefended bark of a wiliwili, Hawaiian coral tree, (Erythrina sandwicensis). This specimen
is growing in the Amy B.H. Greenwell Ethnobotanical Garden. Wiliwili evolved in Hawaiʻi
without ungulates or other large herbivores rendering the need for spines unusual.

38

Lisa

Greig

The Koʻoloaʻula (Abutilon menzeisii) flowers are tiny pinky-red splashes of color among a
sea of sage green leaves. They instantly make me think of Japanese lantern scroll paintings
and this influenced my vertical block print. These delicate dainty flowers call for more softer
colors than my usual bold black lines. The Koʻoloaʻula plant is endemic, endangered and
found in the dry-forest. Colors can range from burgundy red, pink and yellow. The flowers
characteristically hang facing down.

39

J.

Griggs

My images are a blend of art, science, and a deep appreciation for beauty. My recent work
is evolving toward experimental techniques and imagery, and I have a fascination for
photographing small or unusual things that few would notice. I like sharing my images and
hearing responses from viewers. My work has been featured in the leading juried exhibitions
in the State of Hawaiʻi, including Artists of Hawaiʻi and Hawaiʻi Photo Expo, and has been
purchased by the Hawaiʻi State Foundation on Culture and the Arts. On a sunny morning,
Hawaiian honus (sea turtle) create highways in the sand at Hāʻena Beach.

40

Gretchen

Grove

I care deeply about Hawaiʻi’s native species and use my art as a means to bring awareness to
how special and specialized they are.

41

Ann

Guth

The Aeʻo, Hawaiian Stilt, Himantopus Mexicans knudseni, is beautifully distinctive with its’
black and white coloring and pink legs. This Spring and Summer there were several families
along the Kona coast that were fun too watch as the fluffy, tan young chicks with grey legs
grew into adults. The adults have a white spot near their eyes, and it seems to vary with every
bird. Must admit I wasn’t aware of the differences until I started painting them, both male
and female (which has bit more brown on the back). The adults would tolerate me sketching
and photographing as long as I stayed a distance away. It appeared as though the adults did
not feed the young but guided them in areas of food. It has been fun to watch the aeʻo grow
and their legs change color as they change from fluffy tan to distinctive black and white every
year.

42

Eide

Hansamut

Wondering mind was captured by the rare beauty of the remote island.

43

Emily

Herb

Emily is inspired by the amazing beauty and diversity found in nature, and especially by
birds, bats & other flying creatures.
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45

Melisa and Mark Hicks and
Somers

We are a husband and wife artistic team that has been collaborating since 1998. We were
introduced to clay later in life after successful careers in veterinary medicine and the golf
industry. My science background and love for all things great and small influences our art.
Our work is wheel thrown and hand built ceramics that are fired in a Raku kiln. We focus
on alternative firing techniques like Naked Raku and Saggar firing. We are inspired by the
natural beauty of the Hawaiian islands and the endemic species that live here. We hope to
bring awareness to the fragile ecosystem that we live in and inspire people to protect it.

46

Sherry

Holloway

I would like to introduce myself as a Big Island artist. I am a long time resident of the Big
Island of Hawaiʻi. I picked up my first paintbrush in 1992 at the age of forty while studying
at the University of Hawaiʻi at Manoa, graduating with a Bachelors of Art. Pua e lehua o
a hehiana o ka ua, the English interpretation of the Hawaiian proverb is that the lehua
blossoms from the pounding of the rain.

47

Tanya

Ibarra

Raised on the beautiful island of Tutuila, I was blessed to have access to artists, story-tellers,
historians, and elders who shared their lives and experiences with us freely. I have always
felt a connection between my artwork and culture and legacy of my Pacific nation. Although
many of the pieces have intricate details which are known only to a few, I am honored by
the excitement and emotions the artwork sparks in those who have acquired them. I work
primarily with acrylic on canvas, and have been blessed to enjoy the beauty of Hawai‘i Island
through my paintbrush.

48

Kathleen

Jaeger

My approach to art varies with the image in my head. Some beg for a structured method,
others are more fluid. My goal in creating art is first, to create joy both as I work on it and for
the viewer as they see it. It has been said my art “is elegant and whimsical at the same time.”
For this exhibition I have studied the simple beauty in a single māmaki leaf creating a glasson-glass mosaic built on a salvaged former microwave plate. It was then grouted to finish the
piece.

49

Aleysia-Rae

Kaha

Aloha nui! My name is Aleysia Kaha, I am from Waimea and am raising my ‘ohana in
Waiākea. I have a deep aloha for our ‘āina, community, and all of the super awesome flora
and fauna that feed our watershed and that feed us! I am very excited to get back into
drawing and painting, which has always been a restorative space, where time just isn’t a
priority and being in the process feels good. This piece is inspired by the design of the forest,
the canopy layered in ‘Ōlapa, ʻŌhiʻa, and Loulu. Every visit to the forest offers new insight
and opportunity for my ‘ohana and I to better know ourselves and our surrounding kupuna,
our forest people, AND it’s fun! In these past few months these are the native plants that are
especially in my thoughts and so this drawing and painting expresses my gratitude for the
way they dance in the canopy. The dance is of flashing colors in the ʻŌlapa, the Loulu palm
waving as it catches the wind and the ‘Ōhiʻa quivering in the rain. Up close the forest looks
mixed up, which it is, but in taking a step back the pattern is clearer and seeing the layers
are comforting. Inspired by their design in the forest and the way water moves through the
layers, it’s a rhythm and a dance.
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51

Kaiili

Kaulukukui

Kaiili Kaulukukui was born on the Big Island of Hawaiʻi in September of 1981. As a young
child, Kai had a great interest in creating art and began drawing at a very young age inspired
by Hawaiʻi’s natural beauty, rich native culture, abundant ocean life, and of course, cartoons
and comic books. An adolescence spent chasing the perceived contemporary art scene of
the ‘80s, and ‘90s led to a stint in graffiti, and the desire to paint on walls and eventually
mural painting. A classically trained oil painter, Kai studied fine art at Windward Community
College and the School of the Art Institute of Chicago. Today, he is based out of his private
studio in Keaʻau, and Lana Lane Studios in Kakaʻako, Honolulu. Kai holds a position as
Ground Operations Manager for the ‘Seawalls: Artists for Oceans’ event, an international
mural festival by PangeaSeed Foundation, a marine conservation organization that utilizes
artivism (art+activism) to inspire ocean stewardship. As a muralist, his work can be seen in
Hawaiʻi, California, US Virgin Islands, Mexico, Canada, New Zealand, Nepal, China, Hungary,
and the Bahamas.

52

Jack

Kinkelaar

It is always exciting when I see my first kōlea on their return from Alaska or Siberia. They are
back! It is fun to see them running on the lava or beach and then skimming across the water.
They seem to be watching everything. They were fun to paint.

53

Lisa

Komarczyk

I enjoy depicting Hawaiian species in my art work.

54

Suzi

Lacey

I chose the Hawaiian hoary bat to paint for the 2022 Nei Art Show to bring awareness to
the urgent need to understand, inform and implement best management actions for the
species. The ‘Ōpeʻapeʻa is the only extant native terrestrial mammal in the Hawaiian Islands.
According to Endangered Species Recovery Committee Hawaiian Hoary Bat Guidance
Document prepared by the State of Hawaiʻi Department of Land and Natural Resources
Division of Forestry and Wildlife (December 2015), the Hawaiian hoary bat, Lasiurus cinereus
semotus, is listed as endangered under both the Federal Endangered Species Act (ESA)
and Hawaiʻi endangered species laws. It is listed as globally imperiled by NatureServe. In
April 2015, the Hawaiian hoary bat was officially designated as the state land mammal. The
painting called Creation and is based on: Queen Lili’uokalani, translation of the ending of
the 7th section of the Kumulipo. “The awful stillness of the night that came. The night that
went by and brought forth an offspring. He is equal to the blowing breeze, the younger
brother of the god. From which sprang the gods of the bats. The hairy bats. Spring the bat
with many claws. Sprang the bat and moved away, that the rising surf might give it birth. ‘Tis
night.” From opeapea.org

55

Cris

Lindborg

Koaʻe ʻula depicts the Red-tailed Tropicbird (Phaethon rubricauda). The tail feathers of these
birds were highly prized by the ali’i in the making of beautiful cloaks, capes, helmets, lei and
kahili. They were emblems or symbols of royalty. These birds are seen soaring on the cliffs
of Capt. Cook and symbolize journey, travels and it’s considered a messenger of the gods.
It’s graceful flight inspires a sense of wonder, freedom and communion with the greater
universe.
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56

Caren

Loebel-Fried

Caren Loebel-Fried is an award-winning author and artist from Volcano, Hawaiʻi. Birds,
conservation, and the natural world are the foundations and inspiration for her work. Caren
has created eight storybooks to date, including “A Perfect Day for an Albatross” (Cornell
Lab Publishing Group), “Legend of the Gourd”, “Lono and the Magical Land Beneath the
Sea” (Bishop Museum Press), “Manu, the Boy Who Loved Birds”, “Hawaiian Legends of the
Guardian Spirits”, and the forthcoming, “Finding Home, a Petrel’s Journey” (University of
Hawaiʻi Press). Her books have received recognition for excellence in Children’s Hawaiian
Culture, Folklore, and Illustration, by the American Folklore Society, Moonbeam Children’s
Book Awards, and the Hawaiʻi Book Publishers Association. Caren works with educators to
create content for schools and at-home learning based on her books, aiming to bring science
and conservation through art and stories to communities and people of all ages. Caren has
produced educational art for many organizations and agencies including the United States
Fish and Wildlife Service, Midway Atoll National Wildlife Refuge, Kīlauea Point Natural
History Association, Conservation Council for Hawaiʻi, and Friends of Hanauma Bay. Caren’s
love of seabirds is fueled by fieldwork on Midway Atoll with the albatross census team, and
research of the ʻuaʻu, the Hawaiian petrel, and other seabirds, on their breeding grounds
throughout the Hawaiian Islands. “As an artist and author, I see the power of art and story to
reach and teach people of all ages about wildlife, conservation, and culture. When I create
art, I am a “visual storyteller” and present animals and people as the individuals that they
are, and show their intimate relationships with one another and with their environment. My
hope is to bring people closer to the natural world in the hope that they will want to help care
for it.” -Caren Loebel-Fried, Volcano, Hawaiʻi 23 September, 2022

57

Maria

Macias

The inspiration for my mosaics comes from the beauty and light I experience every day on
Hawaiʻi Island. My pieces begin with a sketch or photo of something that has caught my
eye. Searching for the right colors and textures to create a piece takes time and patience. I
was introduced to mosaics about 15 years ago after trying my hand at stained glass. Mosaic
art has a more organic, unrestricted flow that suited my style of expression. Beyond that
introduction, I am self-taught and continue to experiment with style, material, and execution.
Mosaics pieces can consist of hand cut class, ceramic tile or recycled material, and cement.
Each mosaic piece is a unique work of enduring beauty. I have been fortunate to participate
in shows and community projects at the Volcano Art Center, Volcano, Hawaiʻi, and at the
Wailoa Center, Hilo, Hawaiʻi. I have been honored to teach classes and install 2 permanent
mosaics at the Volcano Art Center, Varez Education Center in Volcano, Hawaiʻi. I have also
contributed to a community project for the Alphabet Project at Lincoln Park in Hilo, Hawaiʻi.

58

Janice

Maher Mason Amateur artist focused on watercolor and mixed media.

60

Nelson

Makua

I have been an artist and designer on the Big Island for over 40 years. I began my artist
journey honing my skills in drawing, painting and photography, but I have been a digital
artist for over 25 years and create my work exclusively on a computer. “The digital age
has opened up a whole new world of creating for the artist, with endless possibilities.”
Combining my skills as a traditional artist with digital application allows me to explore new
ways to interpret my art. I do not concern himself with a “style” in my art but instead I love
exploring many different styles that best depicts my vision for that particular piece. “Guided
by my personal history and my kupuna before me, I consider myself a Hawaiian artist living
in my own time, creating images that reflect that time and place.”

61

Jillian

Marohnic

Nose up in a Mauna Kea Silversword
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Mark

Martel

I paint landscapes, wildlife, portraits and figures in acrylic, gouache, and oil. I vary my style
to suit the subject. Originally from Dayton, Ohio, I studied graphics at the University of
Cincinnati then worked in advertising as an art director and illustrator. When computers
replaced my drawing board I discovered my passion for painting the figure and landscapes
from life. In 2013, Hawaiian aloha opened the door to a fine arts career. Today I paint plein
air around the island and at my weekly coffee farm gig. As part of my practice, I also attend
life drawing sessions, and sometimes teach there. 2021 Peoples Choice Award, HIAA Plein
Air Show. HIAA 2019 Hawaii Nei, 2018 MidSummer, 2018 Abstract shows, 2010 top award—
Dayton Visual Arts Center Annual Show, 16+ Addys and dozens of regional/local awards

63

Taapai

Mataoa

Aloha. O Taapai Mataoa ko’u inoa. No moku honu mai au. I work with a variety of media. It’s
a juxtaposition of old and new, contemporary and rooted in tradition, sometimes explosive
and sublime. I strive to bring outward perspective and inner processes into tangible living
forms. My inspiration comes from environmental reverie where the liminal spaces dissolve
and I can longer tell where one form ends and the other begins. If you surf or run marathons
or count butterflies next to a babbling stream you might know what I mean. My current
work is focusing on native birds of Hawaii. To me it’s the canary in the coal mine. It’s a way of
expressing what words cannot, giving form to feeling. It’s undeniably alo i alo, we’re in this
together.

64

Taapai

Mataoa

Ipu “Niʻihau method.” Dyed kukui bark. ʻAweoweo is both the name of several fish species
of the priacanthidae family and a plant chenopodium oahuense that grows from dry hot
coastline to subalpine shrubland. They illustrate the mauka to makai land system. The name
ʻĀweoweo can refer to fire and red.

65

Sandra

Mayville

Living among the ʻōhiʻa in Hawaiian Ocean View Ranchos, my love and admiration for the
ʻōhiʻa lehua grows continually. The majestic giants have such varied wonderful twisted
shapes and provide a unique contrast to the ancient lava rock formations all around us.
Their history and stories are revealed when you spend time among them. Their vulnerability
is obvious when I see the examples of what affects their future. Christmas Berry, a very
aggresive and invasive species, the Rapid Ohia Death and bulldozers are all taking a toll on
these great symbols of the Hawaiian ecosystem. Fabric collage wall hanging - Base fabric
is reclaimed clothing, deconstructed and dyed with acrylic paint and rusted objects. ʻŌhiʻa
lehua images are photos, printed on silk organza and stitched on. The weathered ʻōhiʻa
branch on top was found in my yard.

66

Heather

Mettler

The inspiration to create this piece came from studying and watching many of the amazingly
beautiful seabirds that make Hawaii their home. The tranquility and grace in watching them
soar through the air is mesmerizing. I tried to capture that feeling in this piece.
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67

Kalei

Meyer

I paint as a form of communication. I want to communicate the feelings and beauty that
I feel so fortunate to see. Landscapes and nature inspire me, particularly Hawaiʻi. Being
Native Hawaiian I long to continually learn more about my culture. Painting our native
species grounds me and connects me to my ancestors. My favorite subject matter is Hawaii
nei species. It feels like multiple passions of mine have found a common place when I
paint them on canvas or paper. My medium of choice has been watercolor for several years
now. I love the fluidity and play of values. However lately I have been longing to grow my
practice towards acrylic as well. with these pieces I wanted to explore depth through acrylic.
I attempted to provide two different takes on a background that enhanced its subject in its
story and presentation.

68

Diana

Miller

I find inspiration in the native forests and natural environment of Hawaiʻi. Over the years, I’ve
witnessed first hand the negative impacts of development and diseases such as Rapid ʻŌhiʻa
Death on our forests. My favorite subject for painting is the keystone species of Hawaiʻi’s
native forest, ʻōhiʻa lehua.

69

Elizabeth

Miller

I am a science-loving, mixed media artist who lives and works close to the primal forces of
nature near the lava-glowing volcanic crater on Hawaiʻi Island. I am drawn to researching the
inner and outer dimensions of life forms on Hawaiʻi Island and to depicting the native birds
and plants that are hanging on by a thread. Hawaiʻi’s critically endangered raven, the ʻalalā,
and its ability to make and use tools and problem solve is of special interest to me. Concept:
Like the native peoples of the Pacific Northwest i learned from, I like to make up stories about
Raven - the character with creative and transformative powers. In this piece, tool-maker and
user, ʻAlalā, under the glow of the blood red moon, arrives at the theory that predicts antimatter.

70

Daniel

Moe

Hot glass, my medium of choice since University of Wisconsin, 1989. In 1999, I attended
Pilchuck Glass School for the “Super-Star” summer with most of the World’s greatest
Maestros. In 2000, I moved to Hawaiʻi and began my professional career. My work is inspired
by Hawaiʻi’s nature and people, and lessons learned from the Glass Masters and techniques
I’ve discovered. I blow and sculpt glass, layering colors with powders and Frits. I squeeze, cut,
push and pull out forms of a glass bubble. Glass can become anything, such as water, lava,
and the creatures of nature that surround us. I’m inspired by the little creatures often over
looked, in the environment here on the Big Island of Hawaiʻi. I get to connect my life, nature
and the culture of Hawaiʻi, with Hot Glass.

Mydock

I always enjoy entering the Hawaiʻi Nei Exhibition because it raises my awareness of the
many species here on Big Island, from ridge to reef. This year I chose to portray the ʻIʻIwi, the
Red (Scarlet) Honeycreeper because it is so beautiful and always makes me smile.

Nakahashi

Nature is brutal, yet beautiful. It offers insight of ourselves and who we are - just animals
trying to survive in this world.

71
73

Dena
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76

Laurel

Oglesby

Laurel Oglesby started drawing at an early age, entering her first competition at 11 years
old. She was thrilled to win a blue ribbon in a district school competition with her graphite
drawing of a tree. She studied art, interior design, and merchandising at The University of
North Texas. In 2013, after a varied career that included retail merchandising, web design,
floral design, and 10 years as a flower farmer in Oregon, she moved to Kailua Kona on the
Big Island of Hawaiʻi. In 2015, Laurel decided to pick up the pencil again and start sketching.
Black and white composition was always her comfort zone with graphite, pen and ink, and
charcoal. This time around, she decided to explore color and study with artists that would
expand her techniques and composition. In 2019 she decided to pursue art full time.
Inspired by nature, she focused on subjects such as birds, flowers, and animals. By 2021,
she had finished the initial pieces for her ongoing “Birds of the Big Island” series. Laurel’s
original paintings can be seen at the Firehouse Gallery in Waimea, HI on the Big Island. In
2022, Laurel and her photographer husband, Barrett Oglesby, formed Oglesby Art, LLC, and
sell prints of their work through their Oglesby Art Etsy store and various Big Island, Hawaiʻi
stores and galleries. Laurel is an active member of the Waimea Arts Council and National
Watercolor Society. When not painting she spends time exploring the Big Island with her
husband.

77

Michael

Olson

Mamo (Drepanis pacifica) an endemic Hawaiian honeycreeper was driven to extinction due
to habitat loss, mosquitoes, predators and over collecting go its yellow feathers use to make
aliʻi feather capes. Believed to have gone extinct in 1898.

78

Erzsi

Palko

The endangered Hawaiʻi ʻākepa (Loxops coccineus) is endemic to Hawaiʻi island and pairs
rely on finding hollows in old native trees in order to nest. Here a pair of Hawaiʻi ʻākepa
have found their hollow in an old ʻōhiʻa tree (Metrosideros polymorpha) surrounded by
other native plant species: kōlea lau nui (Myrsine lessertiana), pūkiawe (Leptecophylla
tameiameiae), ʻūlei (Osteomeles anthyllidifolia), ʻaʻaliʻi (Dodonea viscosa), kauila (Colubrina
oppositifolia), hau kuahiwi (Hibiscadelphus hualalaiensis), māmane (Sophora chrysophylla),
and hōʻawa (Pittosporum hosmeri). This painting is dedicated to all beings having a living
home.

79

Robert

Peck

Photography is an excellent way to document the many outstanding natural components
of Hawaiian ecosystems. I have particular fondness for the tiniest critters within this
environment and strive to photograph and share them with all who are open to embracing
their grandness. Hawaiian caterpillars in the genus Eupithecia are famous for feeding
on other insects, a rare adaptation in these otherwise herbivorous animals. Eupithecia
monticolens feed on protein-rich ʻōhiʻa pollen, a behavior thought to have led to the
evolution of carnivorous members of this unique genus.

80

Jennah

Pipan

A protector of the forest, uluhe create dense undergrowth that help protect root systems from
feral pigs and cattle. Its habit of bifurcation is endlessly fascinating and it’s new growth being
a bright shade of lavender is incredibly charming.
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81

Andrea

Pro

Hawaiʻi Honeycreeper Series, ‘Apapane ‘Ōhiʻa Pollinator. The charming ‘apapane is one of
the stars of the forests of Hawaiʻi. This bright bird soars between ‘ōhiʻa trees sipping nectar
from the lehua flowers with its brush-tipped tongue. Its face and curved beak get dusted
with pollen each time it sips nectar. In return for receiving breakfast, lunch and dinner, the
‘apapane reciprocates by distributing pollen to other ‘ōhi’a throughout the forest. When the
‘apapane moves along to feed at another tree, the pollen dusting its beak and face enters
the ‘ōhiʻa lehua, and this flower now begins the process of creating seeds that will eventually
drift down through the forest canopy to sprout new trees. The relationship between ʻōhiʻa
and ʻapapane is just one example of the symbiotic relationships among the plants, birds
and insects that are essential to the continued growth and health of the upper elevation
forests of Hawaiʻi. ʻApapane is one of the most widespread of the Hawaiian honeycreepers.
It is endemic to Hawaiʻi and can be found on the islands of Hawaiʻi, Maui, Kaua’i and Oʻahu.
Our kuleana, how you can help ʻapapane - People often describe Hawaiʻi as paradise,
and yet for the native birds and plants of Hawaiʻi life is difficult and extinction looms as a
constant threat. Here are a few ways you can mālama, offer support and care, for the birds
and plants of Hawaiʻi: Friends of Hakalau Forest: ʻApapane is not endangered, but you can
help preserve its forest home by volunteering on tree planting days or donating at www.
friendsofhakalauforest.org. Birds Not Mosquitos: Learn more about how this mosquito
control program will prevent the native bird species of Hawaiʻi from going extinct at www.
birdsnotmosquitoes.org

82

Andrea

Pro

Hawaiʻi Honeycreeper Series, ʻAlawī Koa Forager. The industrious ‘alawī is a busy little
bird that flits from branch to branch, prying insects from beneath the bark of trees. In the
Hawaiian honeycreeper family, ʻalawī are now endangered and primarily inhabit the mixed
koa and ʻōhiʻa forest of the Puʻu Makaʻala Natural Area Reserve on Mauna Loa. While planting
trees in this forest with Friends of Hakalau, our group had the joyful experience of observing
a pair of adults feeding their keiki in a nest about 20 feet up in a koa tree. For hours these
outstanding parents darted here and there, foraging throughout the nearby trees, extracting
insects and returning to the nest to feed their chicks. The ‘alawī is endemic to Hawaiʻi island.
Imagine how special this bird is to have evolved into its own unique species in such an
isolated place. This curious bird, who is not shy around humans, was once a common sight in
upper elevation Hawaiʻi forests. It is now endangered because of the impacts of predation by
feral cats, avian malaria spread by mosquitos and the destruction of habitat that has occurred
since humans introduced sheep, goats and cattle to the island. ʻAlawī now live only in the
Puʻu Makaʻala Natural Reserve area, because this area has been fenced and is managed with
modern reforestation methods by the Hawaiʻi Department of Land and Natural Resources.
Our Kuleana, how you can help ʻalawī - People often describe Hawaiʻi as paradise, and yet
for the native birds and plants of Hawaiʻi life is difficult and extinction looms as a constant
threat. Here are a few ways you can mālama, support, the birds and plants of Hawaiʻi: Friends
of Hakalau Forest: Volunteer on tree planting days or donate at www.friendsofhakalauforest.
org. Birds Not Mosquitos: Learn more about how this mosquito control program will prevent
the native bird species of Hawaiʻi from going extinct at www.birdsnotmosquitoes.org
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83

Melanie

Pruitt

I came across these two nēnē feeding up in Volcano National Park. I sat down on the ground
and watched, taking pictures of them as they stayed close together. They belonged to each
other, and they belonged on this ʻāina. I feel deeply connected to this ʻāina as well, and have
a deep love for the lava fields all around me. As I watched these nēnē together, I thought
about how we all need to feel connected, to belong, and it was such a poignant picture of
how one person, sticking by your side, can make you feel that you belong. I just knew that
one day that moment would be turned into a painting.

84

Robin

Racoma

I believe we are stewards of the land, the sea, and of our unique native species. Ensuring that
these species live on into perpetuity rests largely with educating people. As an artist who has
found endless inspiration in nature, it is my hope to assist others in their own appreciation
for our unique Hawaiian environment and the living beings who coexist here with us.

85

Chris

Reed

I love doing what I do, if one person is moved and willing to help or get involved with our
native species after seeing one of my photos, I consider it a win for our Islands.

88

Ernest & Lois

Rich

We have been working as a creative metal artist team for more than 30 years. During that
time we have been commissioned to create many pieces of sculptural and functional art
that have brought artistic design into required building elements. Our projects include
public art for gardens, parks and municipalities. Examples include sculpture, pedestrian
walkways, children’s garden seating in the form of large fruit and vegetables, gates, and
fences. Oftentimes we incorporate specific elements to create a storyline of the ecology,
culture, history and current events of a community. Our creations are influenced greatly by
our passions for our natural surroundings, dance and music. We design to bring enjoyment
to adults and children alike who experience our pieces. The addition of artistic accents to
everyday objects is our specialty. The medium we prefer to work is mild steel. Beginning with
fire, hammer and anvil, our process provides a window to work the hot metal, similar to a
potter with clay, transforming the rigid medium into flowing, delicate parts yet maintaining
strength and stability.

92

Martha

Roditti

I’ve enjoy sculpting Hawaiian birds and animals. They have such personality and so many
vibrant colors. The two objects I submitted, the ʻiʻiwi, the Hawaiian honeycreeper, and
the Hawaiian Hoary Bat, ʻōpeʻapeʻa, are both endangered and elusive. I love creating the
beautiful ʻiʻiwi birds. They are also known as the Hawaiian honeycreeper, Drepanis coccinea.
They were once a common native forest bird found throughout the Hawaiian islands, but they
have disappeared from most of their former range. Both males and females are vermillion
red, with a black tail and wings, and a long, decurved pink bill. They like living in ʻōhiʻa trees
sipping nectar and eating small insects. The bats were a huge challenge. They are know as
the Hawaiian Hoary Bat or ʻōpeʻapeʻa, Aeorestes semotus. They are hoary, greyish white, and
fly but are rarely seen. My bats are flying around an ʻōhiʻa tree. While one of my bats seems
vicious, we like them as they eat up to 40% of their body weight in prey during a single night,
including insects, such as moths, mosquitoes, beetles, termites, and crickets. The bats are
distributed only among islands of Hawaiʻi, making then the only native terrestrial mammal
in the state. The Hawaiian hoary bat was officially named the state land mammal of Hawaiʻi
in 2015.
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94

Philip

Rosenberg

This is an infrared black and white photograph of the koa forest on Puʻuhuluhulu, next to the
Mauna Kea access road on the Dan Inouye highway. Puʻuhuluhulu is a 500-year old spatter
cone or kīpuka, which is an older oasis within a newer lava flow. It preserves native plants and
is a seed bank for the lava flows that surround it. This image was made with a black and white
infrared converted camera and processed in Photoshop.

95

Margaret

Russo

Hawaiʻi’s amazing birds and blossoms inspire me! As a child born and raised in these islands,
I love hiking in the forests near my home. My art journey began with photographing and
painting backyard birds (including amakihi & apapane) on T-shirts for family and friends,
while taking classes in Hawaiian natural history, avian biology, and endangered species at
UH-Manoa. In January 2015, I began carving Hawaiian endemic birds and plants on clay
in the studio of my mentor, Lisa Louise Adams. I also took classes from other Hawaiʻi Island
potters, including Emily Herb, Shannon Hickey, and Eric Wold. I now have my own kiln and
studio in Volcano, HI.

97

Dawn

Sagar

I am fascinated with place. The unique character of different places lies in sensory
information, how the angles of light change, the aromas shifting in the breeze, the feel of the
ground beneath the feet. With each step place becomes part of me as I become part of it. Of
the many places I have been, Hawaiʻi inspires beyond all measure. The depth of inspiration,
and the ability to connect with nature is astonishing. Landscape paintings are, to me,
offerings, honoring a particular place at a particular time. Each painting comprises the place
I am in at the moment, the unique place I am honoring, and thousands of places that are
within me. If my work inspires any viewers to see any part of nature with new eyes, whether it
is a grand vista or a small sunlit rock, then my work has found its purpose.

98

Robin

Scanlon

Living in Volcano, Hawaiʻi gives me the good fortune to be able to observe and appreciate the
fragile beauty of the unique Hawaiian rainforest. This piece was created with scraps of fabric
sewn together and then hand stitched to create texture. Embroidery provides a spider web
and foliage encountered on a walk through the forest. The pulelehua or King Kamehameha
butterfly is becoming an extremely rare sight. The enamel pin in the piece was created by
and used with permission from Dana Weber of Laulima, a conservation biologist.

99

Lee

Schechtman

As a photographer, it is important to document the natural world around us and raise
awareness of our beautiful surroundings. With pressures from climate change, invasive
species, pollution, and human impingement on habitat, it is worrisome that some of our
native and endemic flora and fauna are in danger of disappearing forever. Therefore, I feel it
is my duty to record the natural world as it exists today.

100

Karen

Schuster

I am a watercolor artist in Hilo, Hawaiʻi.

101

Sunny

Seal

I have been painting in Hawaiʻi for 48 years and I use the natural beauty as a spiritual
response to think about our world. I am an environmentalist and have use paintings to
spotlight endangered species as well as to celebrate the life around us.

102

Kathy

Sprinkle

I am an acrylic painter obsessed with color, form and FUN! In one moment I may be working
on an expansive abstract and in the next a detailed landscape. In addition to paintings
I enjoy designing for fabric and have recently started making pillows and bags with my
designs. You preview some of my work on my “Sprinkle of Aloha” Facebook Page. “Pua Kala
Morning” was inspired by a magical morning drive to Waimea. The sky sparkled a perfect
blue under the rising sun and it was as if the roadside Pua Kala had shouted “Today is the
Day!” to share their fleeting blooms!
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103

Karen

Thrasher

Inspired by nature, my work reflects the beauty and complexity that surrounds me. Whether
I am at the beach, a park or just walking around my yard, I am drawn to colors, patterns,
forms and the details of light and shadow. This lifts my awareness from my personal issues
and takes me to a feeling of awe and connectedness. There is a sense of joy and wonder that
compels me to reflect and recreate this engagement. The medium of glass fusing allows me
to explore the exceptional beauty of glass. Working with transparent glass is like painting
with colored light and opaque glass gives color both shape and form. The addition of glass
enamels gives me the ability to add great detail, shading and depth. Together, all of these
aspects are transformed through the intense heat and scientific process of melting different
glasses together in the kiln. Opening the kiln and seeing the successful completion of an
idea metamorphosed into a solid glass object feels like magic! “ʻAlalā” has been painted on
5 separate sheets of glass with vitreous glass enamels. Each sheet has been painted and kiln
fired several times and finally combined and fused into a solid block of glass. The stand is
made of native koa wood.

104

Marcia

Timboy

My work reflects internal and external environments infused with imagery and the color
palette of Hawai’i nei. Stories of place, situations, people, creatures, phenomena and their
interactive relationships are told through the language of hue, shape, texture, symbolic,
cryptic, plain and simple. I approach art making as a means to evoke mood, memory, future
dream, spells of intention, longing and fulfillment; and as a kamaʻaina (born and raised on
Moku o Keawe/Hawaiʻi Island) my visual storytelling is rooted in of a sense of place. “Ulua fo
Shua” (Ulua for sure!) is a pidgin term used by many kamaʻaina expressing determination
and certainty. Ulua, or Giant Trevally, are the largest of all Jacks and are admired for their
size, vigor, and strength. Ka ulua kapapa o ke kai loa (The ulua fish is a strong warrior). ‘A‘ohe
ia e loa‘a aku, he ulua kāpapa no ka moana (He cannot be caught; he is an ulua of the deep
ocean), said in admiration of a hero who won’t yield without a struggle. Several verses
regarding ulua are found in Hawaiian songs and chants (e.g., huki i ka ulua, pull in the
ulua, which could figuratively be taken to mean, get your man). In a popular Hawaiian song,
Moanalua, a verse speaks of the strong and powerful actions of the ulua. Holo lio la‘au me ka
ulua. Ride the merry-go-round with an ulua fish. (S. Elbert and N. Mahoe, “Na Mele o Hawai‘i
Nei” [1970]).

105

Geri

Tolchin

Geri Tolchin is a watercolor artist and resident of the Big Island. Her love affair with the
islands began long before she moved here permanently in 1999. She studied Fabric Design
in Berkeley California, and after moving here, studied silk painting with Jane Chao. Mediums
include gouache, colored pencils and watercolor on silk and paper. Besides painting, Geri
teaches classical piano and has played in a marimba band and also a rock and roll band.
Influences include Georgia O’Keefe, Jane Chao and Arthur Johnsen. She finds inspiration in
the tropical rainforest and rugged coastline of the Puna district in East Hawaiʻi. A long time
Buddhist practitioner, painting has become her meditation.

106

Carol

Tredway

Aeʻo Hawaiian stilt (Himantopus Mexicanos Knudsen) endangered wetland bird. Makaloa
(Cyprus laevigatus ) smooth flatsedge found on edges of coastal areas at sea level and Pinao
ula the endemic orange black Hawaiian damselfly (megalagrion xanthomelas).

107

Carol

Tredway

The ʻio, Hawaiian hawk, formerly endangered has recovered in select habitats and though
seen on all island only breeds on the big island of Hawaiʻi.
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108

Paula

Vickery

I look forward to this art show every year. What a great way to learn about native species and
to support the local artists

109

Alex

Wang

Aloha, my name is Alex Wang and I am a biologist and avid birder on Hawaiʻi Island. I
enjoy photographing birds and lately have been learning how better to process photos in
Lightroom and Photoshop. I hope you enjoy my photographs. -Alex

112

Janee

WeddellMy father passed on to me his love and interest in birds. When I retired two years ago and
Hespenheide moved here to the Big Island I began to research the birds of the Hawaiian islands. I was
shocked to learn that of the 142 endemic Hawaiian bird species from prehistory, 95 are now
extinct, and a third of those are protected under the Endangered Species Act. This is due to
loss of habitat, global warming, mosquitos and our thoughtlessness in our everyday life. I
have been drawing and painting since I was a child using traditional pencil, watercolors, and
pen & ink. So when a very dear and talented friend started teaching me how to gourd, I found
I have a new type of canvas in which to put these birds. My goal is teach myself and others
about the plight of these birds and how we can help them. These endemic & endangered
ʻiʻiwi are nestled among ʻōhiʻa lehua leaves and blossoms. Painted on a gourd grown from
the Amy Greenwell Ethnobotanical Garden. The birds, leaves & blossoms were burned into
the gourd then painted with acrylic dyes & stains, watercolors & enamel.

113

Cody

Yamaguchi

Cody Yamaguchi is a photographer with an inspiring vision and unique perspective. Born
and raised in Hilo, Hawaiʻi, his childhood was nothing short of amazing as Hawaiʻi Island
provided the perfect landscape to satisfy his never ending desire to be outdoors. Having a
true eye for aesthetics and natural beauty, Cody is influenced by nature and fell in love with
the complex detail in everything. Cody’s artistic talent was evident from a very young age. He
started off with black and white charcoal drawing as his main art form and slowly moved to
other styles and genres of art and eventually photography. As an 8 year old he entered and
placed 2nd at his first art exhibit. That was the start of Cody’s recognizable artistic path as he
has won several local art exhibits, awarded the Fine Arts Department award at Waiākea High
School, and most recently took 1st place and best nature in the Hawaiʻi Photography Show
2019. Now, Cody’s never ending desire to capture the great outdoors continues.

115

Joalene

Young

This is my photo, filtered and digitally manipulated to look like a painting. I aspire to have my
photos to look like paintings. I call it Phito Painting. The Beautiful ʻōhiʻa lehua surrounding
the view of a Lava Lake in Volcano. My Beautiful Hawaiʻi Aloha.
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116

Zopel

As a visual artist who expressed my creativity mostly through painting and drawing, and who
discovered a passion for the media of mosaic in 2016, it was a real delight to approach the
representation of Maiapilo, the white, fragrant, night blooming, endemic flower of Hawaiʻi
through the technique of mosaic. Always interested in experimenting with materials I used
a combination of stained glass and painted glass to create a painterly effect in a mosaic
piece. I like to approach my mosaics as I would approach a painting. Actually that’s how I
look at my mosaics, as painting with tesserae. No matter what materials I use as my “paint”,
the end result will be a painting-like artwork. People will mistake my mosaics for paintings
in a gallery until they get close enough to see it is a mosaic made with porcelain and glass
shards instead of brush strokes. This mosaic is no exception. I modulate my colors using a
lot of small shards of differently colored glass in an area which from a distance looks like a
single but vibrating hue. That vibration or “life” of the color is achieved through a multitude
of tiny colors inserted in the overall hue. This is a meticulous work which requires much
patience and it’s achievable through great love and passion for what you are doing. Maiapilo
is a personal interpretation through the media of mosaic of the Hawaiian Caper, endemic
night flowering plant of Hawai’i with its big, bright white, fragrant flowers shimmering in the
moonlight. Shards of painted and stained glass aiming to capture the multi-sensory delight
in an image.

Mariana
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117

Volcano School
(VSAS)

3rd Grade
Class

Students explored the native species found within a loko iʻa and the unique habitat of an
ālialia. This is their artistic impression of mauka to makai, where wai meets kai.

118

Kamehameha
Hawaiʻi

Papa ʻElima

Featured Artists: Courtney Evangelista - Pueo, Kahiau Aono - ʻApapane, Khloe Ontiveros
- Honu, Silas Cook - Pulelehua, Aleki Yagin - Lehua, Laʻikū Awong - Koaʻe kea, Sania Peters ʻIʻiwi, Noel Kim - Pueo, and Jazz Barto - Monk Seal

119

Miloliʻi Virtual
Academy (Kua o
Ka Lā)

4th - 8th
Aloha kākou, this was a joint process of our Miloliʻi virtual academy and our 6th grade Nani
Grade Classes Mau campus Haumana, this represents Miloliʻi as a living classroom, haumana had to
know the Hawaiian name common name and learn about the habitat of the species they
drew, we only meet twice a month in Miloliʻi and once a month in Hilo, so we just finished
this beautiful project. We also had Kilo sessions in Miloliʻi and in the forest reserve at
Honomolino as part of this process. The haumana range from 4th grade to 8th grade. We also
made a key with the 50 species that are represented in this painting, numbered on a copy
of the painting and in a graph with their common names, Hawaiian names and Scientific
names as part of our entry. The painting are 2 panels 30ʻ x 40ʻ. Mahalo nui, Mariposa - Kumu
of `Āinaola Placed based CAC - with the Kumu of the Miloliʻi Virtual Academy - Lei, Kaimi,
Pilimai, Shari.
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Alena

Adkins

After our visit to see the ʻalalā, I thought about how all things are connected. If one item or
species is removed then things are unbalanced. So this is how I came up with the title of the
piece. Every Little Thing Matters.

132

LaMichael

Bronson

It’s about life in paradise. That’s the life I’ve had for 11 years.

136

Kailani

Clark

This piece showcases the now extinct ʻōʻō, imagined in the time and environment that it once
lived in.
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Noah

Cunningham Noah loves all animals but especially native animals.

148

Bentley &
Chiefson

EvangelistaAbiley &
Wong

Artists: Bentley Evangelista-Abiley (Top) Chiefson Wong (Bottom)

167

Kamakanioluolu

McKeague

Over the course of almost a year I have been studying the art form of ulana lauhala and
working constantly to improve my skills and gain new knowledge about it. To demonstrate
my growth I have woven this moena (mat) which includes a three piko set up and a hiʻi
lū edge (lace edge). It is woven with around 18 wefts to the inch, as opposed to the more
common 1/8th inch weave you might find with similar items. For this reason I have named it
Makaliʻi. A reference to the small size it is woven with.

182

Elijah

Rogers

I was happy to recreate this magnificent creature out of all recycled materials. It has been
transformed from trash to treasure!
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